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Abstract 

This study aimed to analyze Management graduating students’ buying comportment of a 

Brazilian Federal Center of Technological Education as online-consumers in relation 

with the traditional buying and their possible compulsive comportment. This is a 
descriptive research, using a structured questionnaire to extract the data that was given 

to 191 students. The data handling was made through a statistical analyze of the buying 

comportment-frequency, through the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and correlation tests. The 

main results are: the students participating in the test had more propensities for savings 
in the two mentioned forms of buying, didn’t show the tendency to behave themselves in 

an impulsive or compulsive manner in their buying, and preferred doing it in the 

traditional way, rather than online. It is also suggested to include in questionnaire some 
demographic data such as: age, income and education, to permit a deeper analyze and 

comparison of the behavior related to these three constructs. 

Key-words: Internet; Electronic Commerce; Consuming; Buying Behavior; Buying 

Compulsion 

 

1. Introduction 

Consuming as a way to exchange goods exists since humanity appeared. In the length of time, the 

production and commercialization relations were formalized. ―Consume is one of the most important 

phenomenon of modern societies‖ (D´Angelo, 2004, p.8). Analyzed under different forms, one sees that 

the persons are involved in the consume system: through the purchase of goods is it possible to satisfy the 

various necessities of the people, from the simplest to the most complexes, and at the same time, this 

relation maintains the whole economy on the move.  

The intensive use of information and communication technologies, and in particular e-commerce through 

the Internet, are important factors influencing the consumers (Brynjolfsson; Kahin, 2000; Rodr´ıguez-

Ardura; Meseguer-Artola, 2010; Sharma;Sheth, 2004; Sheth; Sharma, 2005). It occurs because of the 
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number of e-commerce advantages: the consumers could find information about a much wider range of 

products and also make comparisons (Alba et al. 1997; Bakos 1997; Häubl; Trifts, 2000; Smith, 2002), 

and also emotional advantages as Childers et al. (2001), Xia (2002) and Mart ı́nez-L´opez et al. (2006) 

pointed out. 

With all these benefits, the people consuming goods through the net shows characteristics that indicate an 

online comportment, i.e. connected to the profile and individuality of this new kind of consumer, and also 

demonstrates how purchasing through the net is done (Morgado, 2003). 

Brazil is a promising country in this field, leading the online commerce in Latin America and was 

responsible for 61% of the shopping expenses through the net in 2009 (Turchi, 2010). The E-commerce 

shopping showed expressive results in 2010, following the Webshoppers’ site (2011), the bill of sales 

through Internet was of R$ 14,8 billions, showing a superavit of 40% over 2009. The number of 

consumers doing a minimum of one virtual purchase summed 23 millions in 2010, the medium value of 

this purchase was R$ 373,00 and 49% of theses consumers were females. The buying was aroused by the 

World-Cup, by incoming of new players, through the consolidation of great retail enterprises and also by 

the higher rents of the buyers. For 2011, one expects a billing of R$20 billions with a number of buyers 

amounting to 27 millions (Webshoppers, 2011).  

In this scenario, considering that impulsive buying is a pervasive and growing phenomenon among 

consumers (Baumeister, 2002; Vohs and Faber, 2007), and also in which new consuming channels are 

opening using the Web, this paper focus the consumer of goods through the Internet and find the possible 

differences between the traditional buying comportment, the online one and the buying compulsion.   

The aim of this paper was to analyze the buying comportment of management graduating students 

graduating of campus II of a Brazilian Federal Center of Technological Education of Minas Gerais State 

(CEFET-MG) as online consumers in relation to the traditional buying and possible compulsive 

comportment. 

Specifically, this paper wanted to a) Identify the traditional buying comportment versus the on-line 

buying comportment; b) Find the relation of the main compulsive buying comportments to the 

characteristics pointed out by the most important authors of studies on this theme; c) Find and analyze the 

differences between traditional and online buying comportment of the students, and; d)Analyze the 

correlation between the buying compulsion and the traditional buying’ behavior versus the online buying 

one. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Electronic Commerce 

Along the years lots of changes at home, school, work, government and free time are perceived as the 

years pass by. Internet and the electronic commerce contributed and still contribute for these changes 

(O´Brien, 2004; Rodr´ıguez-Ardura; Meseguer-Artola, 2010). Albertin (2004), Turban and King (2004), 

Turban, King and Lee (2006) define  

Electronic Commerce (EC) as the buying and selling of products, information and services, through the 

web. This concept encloses communication, collaboration and information finding through electronic 

means, and among others, e-learning, and e-government (Turban; King, 2004; Turban, King and Lee, 

2006). 
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For Vassos (1997), besides the benefits of offering without charge, services and information to the clients, 

the main vantages of the electronic commerce over the traditional relationship are convenience and 

commodity. The e-consumers, with a simple click, have the facility and practicability to buy 24 hours a 

day, in whatever place or day, having also   the possibility to compare enterprises, products and prices 

without needing to contact salesmen or face queues (Albertin (2004); Turban, King and Lee (2006). 

Albertin (2004) and Turban, King and Lee (2006) also point out, besides other advantages, better 

communications of the enterprises with their clients, more efficiency in the sales relations, mass 

customization, products innovations, new sale and distribution channels, cost sparing and reduced 

infrastructure. 

 On the other side, as disadvantage of the EC, Vassos (1997), Tigre and Dedrick (2003) point the lack of 

confidence of the clients in the system (credit card falsification and intangibility or viability of the 

enterprises selling through the net) and lack of privacy (data confidentiality). Vassos (1997) also adds that 

the time the client has to wait to receive the already bought goods and the lack of physical contact with 

them before their purchase are barriers that make the on line sales difficult.  

2.2 Consumption 

Be it to satisfy the necessities, basic or not, consumption is an inherent activity in the human society 

(Barbosa, 2010). Normally, as ruled by McCracken (2003), is it defined as the creation, sale, purchase and 

use of products and services. 

For Kozinets (2002), consumption involves the acts of individuals with which they interact with the 

material world that surrounds them. Barbosa  (2010) and Canclini (1995) complement that consumption is 

a combination of sociocultural processes, in which the appropriation and use of goods are made, 

beginning before the act of buying and ending with the final throw-away of the products. 

Bauman (2001) adds that the products, manufactured and put for public sale, not only are planned for use, 

but also to destroy and substitute products or services already offered by others, thus making people 

keeping on consuming. 

Most analyzes on consumption were strictly bound to the main commands of an economic standpoint. 

Only in the eighties began the study of this theme by other disciplines of the social and historic sciences. 

But one may never forget to point out how important is for the economic thinking to connect the 

consumption to a production logic (Cypriano, 2008; Barbosa, 2010). 

Following McCracken (2003) and Barbosa (2010), it is not possible to find in the course of history the 

birthday of the consume society, and there is no consensus in the academy about the exact time of this 

birth, varying between the XVI
th
 century to the XVIII.  Barbosa (2010) thinks that the Consumption and 

Commercial Revolution began before the Industrial Revolution, being this fact of extreme significance for 

the Occidental modernization. The most important mechanical inventions in the manufacture of textiles, 

for example, appeared only in 1780, although the garments industry was already intensively busy before 

that time, through extern or domestic artisan work (Barbosa, 2010).  

Actually, consumption assumes an outstanding importance, not only because social reasons but also 

because it, when economical, propitiates ways of socialization and entertainment, stimulating production 

and sales of products and services.  In this sense, it plays a forwarding role in the development and 

growth of the economy as a whole.  And, in effect, mostly always, consumption-favoring measures are 
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proposed as a way to promote development, and the growth of these consumption patterns are seen as an 

indication of prosperity (Barros; Tucci; Costa, 2010). 

2.3 Consumer Behavior 

To understand and explain the behavior of the consumer, on must study it as a purchasing entity, and also 

scrutinize the processes involved in the move: decisions and actions needed for the acquisition. As 

examples of decisions and actions: the buying of goods, the use of a service, the act of giving oral 

information on some product or service to one interested person, the throwing-away of a product and the 

collect of information that may help to buy something (Mowen; Minor, 2003; Sheth; Mittal; Newman, 

2001). 

Karsaklian (2000, p. 18) said that consumer behavior may solve ―[…] the reasons that make the person 

buy and consume a product instead of another, in a certain quantity, in a specific moment and place‖. 

Physical and mental activities define the client behavior. As physical activities one may mention all those 

wasted seeking the pretended goods or services, such as visits to stores, reading about products, talking 

with salesmen, and the mental activities are those that the consumer exercises learning about what he is 

planning to buy (Sheth; Mittal; Newman, 2001). 

The consumer behavior is dynamical and suffers continuous changes. For Mowen and Minor (2003), 

theses changes processes show three phases: buying, consuming and disposal. The greater part of the 

researches on consumer behavior is centered on the buying phase, and trying to evaluate what influences 

the consumer’s choice. The last two phases win less attention. In the consuming phase, one tries to 

analyze how the consumers use the product or service and the experiences that come out of this use. And 

at last, in the disposal phase, the objective is to understand what the consumers do when they don’t any 

longer want a definite product or service, and also check their satisfaction after the acquisition of a new 

product or service (Mowen; Minor, 2003). 

Understanding the consumer and the consuming process offers many advantages. It may help the 

managers in their decisions, and bring a knowledge basis for the marketing researchers analyzes.  

2.4 Buying Compulsion 

They are various buyers’ types. For some people, buying is only a daily occupation, for others a 

functional activity and, for one group, consumption, well above a simple acquisition of goods or services, 

turns into something central, assuming the form of a compulsion with negative implications in many 

aspects of its life (Faber; O’Guinn; Krych, 1987). 

For Vieira (2006) and Faber, O’Guinn and Krych (1987), a compulsive buy is characterized by the fact 

that it is exaggerated, chronic and repetitive, being the behavior of the persons acting this way thought as 

inappropriate by other people. 

When buying, the compulsive buyers are in a state of pleasure and excitation. After the buying, they 

normally occult the goods and the bills, in shame and fearing to be caught but, at the same time, not being 

able to stop this behavior. 

For Solomon (2002), the impulsive buying is other than the compulsive one, in the sense that the first is 

originated by extern stimulations, such as propaganda or promotion, encouraging the person to buy a 

specific item in a certain moment, but with no character of frequency. On the contrary, the compulsive 

buying is a persistent behavior, centered not in the goods themselves, but in the process of buying.  
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Under the sociological point of view, although, following Faber, O’Guinn and Krych (1987) and 

O’Shaughnessy and O’Shaughnessy (2002), the societies generally impose cultural norms of 

consumption, that encourage this behavior and value the purchase and possession of goods, being this 

attitude, at the same time, glamorized by the journals in their commercials, making them appear as habits 

to be hoped for. Money and goods substitute the social institutions such as church, family and 

community. In this form, ―[….] the shopping mall is the church and the purchase its ritual.‖ (Vieira, 2006, 

p 48). 

The compulsive buying brings along various negative consequences, affecting the individual in all his 

relation’s circles: family, friends and work. Credit failure, indebtment, personal breakdown and legal or 

together-living problems may be identified as the most recurrent in consumption in an exaggerate form 

(Faber; O’Guinn; Krych, 1987). 

Vieira (2006) made a list of the most important factors influencing the compulsive buying. The author 

lists the gender (female), the family, the spending and consumption culture, the opportunity and 

socialization as influences of extern surroundings that may tend to make the individual buy without 

discrimination. As factors inherent to the individual, one may enroll intolerance to negative sentiments, 

the need to fulfill an intern vacuum, excessive dependence, search for a feeling of power, excitement, 

approbation, loyalty, company, control, love, low auto-estimation, depression, perfectionism, anxiety, 

compulsion, impulsivity and materialism. One may see that the author lists more inherent factors than 

extern or demographic ones.  

 

3. Method  

This research is a descriptive study using a quantitative nature. To collect the data, it was used a 

structured questionnaire based on a research and scale validated by Valence, d’Astous and Fortier (1988) 

and Faber and O’Guinn (1992), exposed in the work of Cole and Sherrel (1995). These are two separate 

scales, originally jointed in a unique questionnaire, used in the article Tendency to purchase through 

Internet versus purchase through traditional means: an exploratory study by Barros, De Muylder and 

Oliveira (2007).  

For this research, a precision range of D=0,10 is adequate, showing practically no difference between the 

adopted scale for the sample results and the population. The confidence scale was 95% and, because the  

was unknown, one used the deviation standard (s) found for the sample collected until that moment, being 

it of 191 respondents, to see if it was enough to find the desired conclusion. 

Having 27 variables, their medium deviation standard, i.e. 1, 01 was used. So, with the base of the 

formula suggested by Malhotra (2006), to calculate the sample (formula I), one reached the sum of 392 

respondents. As this number was greater than the size of the population (316, total of the students in the 

first semester of 2011) one had to use the correction factor for finite population, based on the formula II, 

also suggested by Malhotra (2006), and so reached the number of 175 respondents, smaller than the one 

of the already collected sample, and allowing to go further with the analyzes based on the 191 students of 

the databank. 

The precision stage 0,02 was obtained, with a very little difference between the sample and the 

population, showing the truthfulness of the results of the collected sample.  
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This proceeding allows to ensure if two correlations (dependents, being them the buying methods) 

correlationated to a third variable (the compulsive buying) are different on base of a statistically 

significance.  

 

4. Results 

In relation to the sex, the sample was well divided, being 51% of the respondents male and 49% female. It 

was also found that 75% of the respondents are working today, and a great part of them are adding work 

to studies. 

About the management course that the respondents are actually taking, one found it also well distributed. 

The percentage vary from 9% to 15% of the respondents in the eight periods, showing homogeneity in the 

period coursed by the students 

4.1 Analysis of the frequency of the traditional buying behavior versus the online one, and of the 

compulsive buying behavior 

The first buying behavior studied was ―When I have money, I spend part or all what I have‖. This 

behavior, is generally more common in the traditional way of buying, when compared with the on-line 

one. The sum of the categories: Almost always and Always in the traditional way gives a percentage of 

32%, instead of only 3% in the electronic way. Yet, on the opposite side of the scale (adding Never to 

Almost never), it gave a percentage of 30% for the traditional way and 80% for the on-line one. Usually, 

the respondents show more tendencies to spare than to spend, indicated by the high number of answers; 

Never and Almost never. This index was so gar higher when considering the electronic way, which may 

show that, notwithstanding the growth of the electronic sales, according with the Webshoppers relate 

(2011), the students still prefer buying the traditional way, in physical stores and enterprises, instead of 

choosing and buying the products they need through the net. 

The second buying behavior studied was ―I am almost impulsive about buying‖. This behavior is also, 

usually, more frequent in the traditional way, when compared with the on-line one. The sum of the 

categories: Almost ever and Ever in the traditional way gives a percentage of 15%, instead of only 4% in 

the electronic way. 

Yet, the sample opposite end (adding Never with Almost never) shows a percentage of 43% for the 

traditional way and 85% for the on-line one. Only a few students related having a compulsive buying 

behavior, in the traditional or in the on-line way. It is also known, according to Solomon (2002), that 

impulsive buying is usually associated to extern stimulations as, for example, promotions and 

propaganda, and is no usual tendency.  

The third buying behavior studied was ―Entering in a shopping mall or a buying site, I soon find 

something I must buy‖. This behavior is usually more frequent in the traditional way than in the on-line 

one .The sum of the Almost always with the Always categories in the traditional way gives a percentage of 

20%, giving only one of 7% in the electronic way. Yet, on the opposite end of the scale (adding Never 

with Almost never) one finds a percentage of 45% for the traditional way against 68% for the on-line one. 

One may note that in this behavior, the difference between the buying ways is smaller. 

The fourth buying behavior to be studied was ―I am somebody who always buy what is in promotion‖. 

This behavior is less frequent in the on-line way, compared with the traditional one. The sum of the 

Almost always and Always categories in the traditional way gives a percentage of 8%, against 5% in the 
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on-line one, very similar. On the other end of the scale (summing Never with Almost never), it gives a 

percentage of 56% for the traditional way and 80% for the on-line one. Noteworthy is how small this 

difference seems to be. 

The fifth buying behavior studied was ―I always buy what I don’t need, even having only a few money 

left‖. This behavior is similar in both traditional or on-line ways. The sum of the Almost always and 

Always in the traditional way gives a percentage of 4%, and in the on-line way, only 3%, both practically 

the same. But the opposite side of the scale (adding Never with Almost never) gives a percentage of 84% 

for the traditional way and 92% for the on-line one, also very near one to the other. This result shows very 

similar behavior of traditional and on-line ways. This is another behavior showing that the students have 

more tendencies to spare than to spend.  

The sixth buying behavior to be studied was ―For me, buying is a way to face the every day stress‖. This 

behavior is a bit different in the traditional way and in the on-line one. The sum of the Almost always and 

Always in the traditional way of buying, offers a percentage of 8%, and in the electronic way, only 2%, 

practically the same. However, the opposite end of the scale (adding Never to Almost never) gives 71% 

for the traditional way and 91% for the on-line one. The high percentage of respondents attesting they 

never had the sixth behavior in the two mentioned ways of buying proves they don’t have a compulsive 

behavior. According to Faber, O’Guinn and Krych (1987), the buying compulsion is related, between 

other factors, with the expectation to reduce the stress of the daily routines. 

The seventh buying behavior to be studied was:‖ It seems that sometimes I am imposed to go to the 

Mall‖. This behavior is the same in the traditional way and in the on-line one. The sum of the categories 

Almost always and Always, in the traditional way gives a percentage of 7%, and in the electronic way, 

only 8%, both about the same values. Yet, on the opposite end of the scale, (Never or Almost ever), 

appears a percentage of  27% for the traditional way and of 70% for the on-line one. Further more, the 

Sometimes category is practically 100% more important than the on-line one. 

The eighth buying behavior investigated was ―Sometimes I need to buy something‖. This behavior seems 

different in the traditional way and in the online one. The sum of the categories  Almost always and  

Always sin the traditional way gives a percentage of 21%, giving only one of 4% in the electronic way. 

But the other end of the scale (adding Never with Almost ever) gives a percentage of 27% for the 

traditional way and 70% for the online one. .  

Furthermore, in the category Sometimes the percentage of traditional buying is almost the double of the 

mentioned in the online one. The ninth buying behavior studied was ―Sometimes I say- I won’t do this no 

more‖. This behavior in the traditional way is somewhat different from the on-line one. The sum of the 

categories Almost always and Always in the traditional way gives a percentage of 19% instead of only 

5%in the on-line one. Yet the opposite end of the scale (summing Never with Almost never) gives a 

percentage of 48% for the traditional way and 88% for the on-line one. 

At last, the tenth buying behavior to be studied was ―Some of the things I buy, I don’t show, fearing they 

demonstrate my consuming behavior‖. This behavior seems the same in the traditional way and in the on-

line one. The sum of the categories Almost always and Always in the traditional way gives a percentage of 

4% instead of only 2% in the one line one. 

The first compulsive buying behavior investigated was:‖ If I have some money left from my last month 

payment, I have to spend it‖. Apparently, the studied sample shows little use of this behavior: 28% of the 
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respondents swear never doing that and only 11% stated to do that almost always or always. This result 

shows that 67% tend more to spare than to spend. 

The second compulsive buying behavior investigated was:‖ I feel that others may be horrified to know ho 

much I spend each month‖. Practically half of the sample (51%) stated they never would have this kind of 

behavior, and 31% state that they almost never have such a feeling. Only 7% say they feel that way 

Almost always or Always. 

The third compulsive buying behavior investigated was:‖ I bought things that I could not afford‖ This 

behavior is a bit more frequent in the sample if compared with the anterior ones. One can verify that the 

category Sometimes was used by 32% of the sample, being this percentage smaller than the ones observed 

before. 

The fourth compulsive buying behavior investigated was: ―I gave a check that I knew I had no funds to 

cover‖. About 90% of the sample stated never to have this behavior.                                                                                                                                                      

The fifth compulsive buying behavior was:‖ I bought something to feel better‖ This behavior is more 

frequent in the investigated sample. Only 14% swear never to behave themselves this way, instead of 16% 

stating they behave so, Almost always or Always. Furthermore 42% of the respondents said they behave 

so sometimes. 

The sixth compulsive buying behavior-investigated was: ―I feel anxious or nervous the days I don’t buy 

anything ―. This behavior is less frequent in the investigated sample because 69% of the respondents 

related they never felt that way. Only 6% mentioned they felt nervous or anxious, sometimes, the days 

they don’t buy anything, and 2% said they feel that way Almost always .  Nobody said he feels Always 

that way. The last two results are contrary to what Faber, O’Guinn and Krych (1987) and Vieira (2006) 

describe as characteristic of a compulsive buying behavior. One sees that nearly all the respondents do not 

or seldom show compulsion in the act of consuming. According to the before mentioned authors, the 

persons said as compulsive use the purchasing as outlet to lessen their negative feelings and emotions, 

which may be anxiety or nervousness. 

The seventh, and last, compulsive buying behavior investigated was: ―I only pay the minimal parcel of 

my credit cards ―. More than ¾ of the sample swears it Never engage in this behavior. The other 

categories won percentages of other behaviors, showing that only a few individuals behave frequently in 

this way. 

4.2 Comparison of the traditional buying behavior with the buying behavior on-line 

The third specific objective proposed in this study was to point out and analyze the behavior differences 

between the traditional and on-line purchases of the students. Therefore, one realized the test T and the 

test of Kolmgorov-Smirnov. The variables standard deviation of traditional and on-line buying in the 

sample. The media is measuring the central tendency and ,in this research, shows the frequency of the 

ordinary behavior of the respondents. Yet the standard-deviation  indicates the variability of the data. It 

proves  that the media really showed a consensus, or not, in the respondents answers. This way, a small 

standard-deviation indicates that the data were really near the media, and that existed a consensus in the 

respondents answers.  

One must here explain that the questionnaire scale was formatted as next: 1 - Always, 2 - Almost always, 

3 – Sometimes, 4 – Almost never, and 5 – Never. This modification was done for to show better that, the 

biggest the media, the biggest is the behavior frequency of the respondent. Furthermore, one must 
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consider that, in a circumspect scale of five, a standard-deviation of one point, or bigger, may be 

considerate as high. 

In the variables C3, C6 and C9, grater standard-deviation were found for the traditional buying, showing a 

greater variety in the data. Yet, in the electronic way, only the variable C7 showed a bigger standard-

deviation, that may be associated to propaganda and promotions through e mail, sites and social nets. 

 

Table 1 – Media, standard deviation, and correlation of the variables of the traditional buying and the on-

line one. 

Buying variables 

Traditional 

buying  
Online buying 

Media DP Media DP 

C1.When I have money, I spend part or all I have  3,02 0,93 1,80 0,84 

C2.I’m almost impulsive when I go shopping  2,66 0,89 1,71 0,84 

C3. As soon I ennter a shopping site , I find something I have to  2,71 1,00 2,11 0,94 

C4. I am somebody who always buy what is offered as promotion  2,43 0,76 1,87 0,84 

C5. I always buy what I don’t need, even having fast no money left  1,84 0,78 1,55 0,73 

C6.To me, buying is a manner to face the day- in- day- out stress  1,97 1,04 1,46 0,72 

C7. It seems that, sometimes, something forces me to go to the 

shopping or buying site  
2,08 0,98 1,92 1,03 

C8. Sometimes I feel the necessity to buy something  2,90 0,91 1,90 0,92 

C9. Sometimes I say: I will not do that again/ enter the buying site, as 

a way to stop spending  
2,61 1,07 1,57 0,90 

C10.Some of my purchases  I don’t show, fearing somebody may 

discover my consuming behavior  
1,65 0,85 1,30 0,66 

Legend: DP- standard-deviation 

Source: Research data 

One may observe that the majority of the behavior medias are related to the answers Never and Almost 

never , showing that most part of the respondents don’t show the investigated behavior in an accentuated 

form, maybe bound to the fact that they don’t buy through the Net. 

Besides the observations about the research samples, one must also understand what these behaviors 

possibly mean for the studied population. Therefore was realized a test T for pared sample for the 10 

buying behavior variables, comparing the traditional way of buying with the on-line one. 

The Table 2 shows the results of the tests, besides showing also the size and standard deviation of the 

media difference observed in the sample, for the 10 buying variables, the confidence interval of the media 

differences and the statistic of the test T, as well as its significance. 
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Table 2 - Test of the media difference, comparing the traditional buying way with the on-line one 

Tested 

Pair  
BuyingVariables  

Dif. 

Media 
DP 

95% ICD 
T 

LI LS 

1 
C1When I ave money, I spend part or almost 

what I have  
1,21 1,08 1, 060 1, 369 15, 523** 

2 C2. I’m almost impulsive when buying  0,95 0,97 0, 810 1, 086 13, 551** 

3 
C3.Soon as I enter a Mall or Site, I find 

something to buy  
0,60 1,18 0, 434 0, 770 7, 062** 

4 
C4. I’m a person who buys always what is 

offered as promotion  
0,55 0,84 0, 435 0, 674 9, 161** 

5 
C5.I always buy what I don’t need, even 

when money is short  
0,29 0,86 0, 170 0, 416 4, 694** 

6 
C6.Forme, buying is a manner to face the 

day-in-day-out stress  
0,52 1,08 0, 364 0, 672 6, 631** 

7 
C7. It seems that someway I’am forced to go 

toa a Mall or visit a site  
0,16 1,26 -0, 017 0, 342 1,785

NS
 

8 
C8.I feel sometimes the necessity to buy 

anything  
1,00 1,14 0, 838 1, 162 12, 146** 

9 
C9. Sometimes I say: I will not do that again: 

enter a buying site and spend  
1,o4 1,13 0, 876 1, 197 12, 728** 

10 

C10.Some of my purchases I don’t show, 

fearing that somebody may percieve my 

consumist behavior  

0,35 0,81 0, 236 0, 466 6, 013** 

Legend: Liberty graduation: 190; Sample size: 191; *Test t was significant with 5%; ** Test t was 

significant with 1%; NS Test t was not significant with 5%; DP—standard desviation;ICD—trustful 

interval of difference; LI—Inferior limit; LS—Superior limit. 

Source: Research data 

The number one being between these limits means a high probability of having no differences between 

the tested categories, bringing no rejection of the null hypotheses i.e. it exists no difference between the 

medias. So, the interpretation of a result on base of an interval of confidence of 95% means that, when 

testing this difference on base of the sample data, exists the possibility of the media to be between the 

inferior and superior limits of the interval (Cohen, 1988). 

One must also point out the existence of two significance types: the statistic and the management one. 

The statistic one is given through the p value in the tests, and in this research, it was ruled that 

significances under 5% would cause rejection of the null hypotheses. The management significance, 

however, shows if the result is really important in practice (Cohen, 1988; Anderson, Sweeny; Williams, 

2007). Thinking in a frequency scale of the discreet type, as the one used in this research, differences 

equal or superior than 1,would signify great differences between the behavior frequencies of the studied 

ways (traditional versus on-line) 
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After these considerations, it was possible to analyze the results of the tests. In the Table 3 one sees that 

all null hypotheses were rejected (meaning a high probability of the population media being different), 

except for only the pair 7.This result reveals that one cannot sustain that a difference exists in the 

behavior frequency, measured by the variable C7, of the traditional or on-line way. For all others nine 

variable pairs, the null hypotheses of media equality were rejected, being always the traditional way 

media greater than the electronic one. The variables with more significant management differences (with 

a possibility of a population media difference equal or greater than 1, with a confidence interval of 95%) 

were in descending order: C1, C9, C8 and C2.  

The variables C3, C4 and C6, however, presented probable differences in the behavior frequency of the 

traditional way versus the on-line one, statistically and practically, only with lesser intensity that the 

anterior variables. Two pairs of variables presenting statistically significant differences, presented lesser 

relevant management differences (the upper limit of the media of confidence interval was smaller than 

0,500). These were C5 and C10, proving that the buying behaviors in both ways are not so different. 

4.3 Correlation between the buying compulsions in the traditional way of buying with the on-line one 

The Table 3 shows the results of the correlation tests between the compulsive buying variables with the 

media of the traditional buying and the media of the on-line one It was chosen to count together the media 

of traditional buying and of on-line one, to make the results more revealing, because comparing 10 

variables (or better, 20, when summing the traditional and the on-line) with the 7 variables of compulsive 

buying would result in an infinity of statistic tests with little practical results. Furthermore the test is also 

showed, that compares the correlation intensity of the media of the traditional buying behavior with the 

media of the on-line behavior to the variables of the compulsive buying (Table 3).  

Table 3 – correlation between the behavior variables (traditional and on-line) and the variables of the 

compulsive buying. 

Compulsive buying MediaCT MediaCOL 
Test de 

dif. 

ICG1.If I have some money left of this month payment, I have to 

spend  
0,532** 0,223** 4, 737** 

ICG 2 .I have the feeling that if other people knew how much  I 

spend each month, they would be horrified  
0,563** 0,420** 2, 252** 

ICG 3. I buy things that I should  not have  0,555** 0,424** 2, 252** 

ICG 4. I filled a check, knowing I have no funds to cover it  0,199** 0,359** -2, 225** 

ICG 5. I bought something to feel  better  0,572** 0,322* 3, 960** 

ICG 6. I feel anxious or nervous the days I don’t buy something  0,530** 0,409** 1,885
NS

 

ICG 7. Ionly pay the minimal parcel of my credit cards bills  0,098
NS

 0,091
NS

 0,130
NS

 

Legend: * significance up to niveau of 1% ** significance up to niveau 5%  NS not significant up to 

niveau 5% ; MediaCT –Simple Media of the traditional buying variables; MediaCOL – Simple Media of 

the on-line buying variables. 

Source: Research data 
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Beyond that, one may observe that the variables ICGI, ICG2, ICG3 and ICG5 present greater correlation 

intensity in case of traditional purchases, when compared with the on- line ones. Only for  the ICG4 

variable, was the correlation  intensity for on-line purchases greater than the traditional ones. Yet the 

correlation intensity of the ICG7 variable with both buying ways didn’t present a statistical significant 

difference up to niveau 5%. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The Internet offers an extent range of information to its users, allowing them to learn about the products, 

their characteristics, functions, advantages and disadvantages, being also possible to compare with the 

concurrence, verify prices, delivery, and payment standards, between others, without leaving one’s home. 

On the other side, elevated consuming has some negative consequences. The buying compulsion is one of 

those. This compulsion, born out various factors inherent to the individual, like low auto-esteem, family 

influences, materialim, depression, necessity to be accepted and so on, is a behavior that must be 

profoundly studied. 

And it is in this sense that the global purpose of this study was to analyze the buying behavior of CEFET 

management students.  

The research made on 191 students in Management of the CEFET, allowed to obtain these objectives. The 

primary results related to the principal objective are that the respondents, having to buy goods or services, 

still choose the traditional way, in physical stores and enterprises, rather than to use the virtual way. This 

finding is divergent of the market data on sales through the Net, which show a big growth in the account 

of the enterprises operating this way, mostly with young people. In the two ways of buying, it appears that 

the students prefer sparing to spending, especially in the electronic way. 

As to the compulsive behavior, very few respondents declared having this behavior, and this 

manifestation was even lesser significant in the on-line way. 

The results demonstrate that the students responding the research show a very low level of buying 

compulsion. The analyze of the traditional way of buying frequency versus the on-line one showed results 

related to the first objective. In the same manner, analyzing the compulsive buying frequency made 

possible to complete the second objective, which was to relate the most important compulsive buying 

behaviors to the characteristics mentioned by the principal authors of studies on these cases, besides 

reaching the conclusion that most of the students have no compulsive buying behavior, because, in the 

quests characterizing this compulsion, the number of positive answers was very low.  

The results of the tests of correlation gave the base to obtain the specific aim number four, which was: the 

analyze of the correlation of the buying compulsion with the traditional buying behavior versus the 

buying behavior on-line. Almost all variables of compulsive buying showed a significant statistic relation 

with the medias of traditional and on-line buying. It must be stated, however, that the variables related to 

money at end of the month; to the fear that other people may horrify with the spending; to the fact to be 

buying what one cannot afford to have and to buy something to feel good, showed more intensity in the 

traditional way than in the on-line one.  

Through the tests t and the Kolgomorov-Smirnov ones, it was possible to obtain results fulfilling the third 

specific aim: point out and analyze the differences between the student’s traditional buying behavior and 

the on-line ones of them. The tests results showed what was already proved in the frequency analyze of 
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the traditional behavior versus the on-line one, that is, that the students prefer the traditional way to buy 

goods and services. 

The most important limitations of this research are due to the fact it was made in a specific sample, and 

may not, through this fact, be extended even to students of other courses of the CEFET, and never to 

common consumers behavior. Other limitation is that the compulsive behavior is not very well socially 

accepted and people are ashamed to assume it. 

As suggestion for further studies, one may cite the amplifying and deepening of the research about 

compulsive buying. In relation to the questionnaire, it is suggested to do the questions in a projective 

manner, because these behaviors, objects of the research, are not socially well admitted, inhibiting the 

respondents to give the true answers. One must also modify the question about check payment, because 

few sites accept this manner of payment, and the use of credit -and debit- cards or charge in bank account 

is   swift and interactive in this electronic universe. 

It is also suggested to include in the questionnaire some demographic data such as: age, income and 

education, to permit a deeper analyze and comparison of the behavior related to these three quests; and 

furthermore remake the questionnaire for persons with higher rent, and not specifically graduation 

students, to make out if the compulsive buying behavior is more palpable in the higher rent class. 
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